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SUMMARY

Redundant data transfers over the Web, can be mainly attributed to the repeated transfers of unchanged
data. Web caches and Web proxies are some of the solutions that have been proposed, to deal with the
issue of redundant data transfers. In this paper we focus on the efficient estimation and reduction of
redundant data transfers over the Web. We first prove that a vast amount of redundant data is transferred
in Web pages that are considered to carry fresh data. We show this by following an approach based on
Web page fragmentation and manipulation. Web pages are broken down to fragments, based on specific
criteria. We then deal with these fragments as independent constructors of the Web page and study their
change patterns independently and in the context of the whole Web page. After the fragmentation process,
we propose solutions for dealing with redundant data transfers. This paper has been based on our previous
work on ‘Web Components’ but also on related work by other researchers. It utilises a proxy based, client/
server architecture, and imposes changes to the algorithms executed on the Proxy server and on clients. We
show that our proposed solution can considerably reduce the amount of redundant data transferred on the
Web. Copyright # 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

KEY WORDS: web components; web cash and proxy; redundant data transfers; performance; web
fragment

1. INTRODUCTION

The Web is a constantly evolving set of resources called Web resources. Many studies [1–3] have
shown that the evolution of the Web is continuous and rapid. Web resources can be identified,
in a broad interpretation of the term, as ‘any file that can be requested by a Web client’. This
includes all files contained on a Web server that can be requested with the use of the HTTP
protocol. HTML files, image files, pdf files and doc files are only some of the file types that can
be considered Web resources.
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The issue of redundant data transfers over the Web has concerned the Web community
for quite a long time, and is still considered a major issue today. Redundant data transfers
have mostly been related to the resource change estimation problem. Many technologies
and techniques have been adopted, in order to reduce redundant data transfers. Client
Caching, proxy servers and specific HTTP headers are only some of them. Redundant
data transfers are mainly attributed to re-transmissions of unchanged Web pages. Thus, it is
clear why the redundant data transfer problem has been related to the resource change
estimation problem. Only when a proxy or a cache can efficiently estimate the change frequency
of a Web page, can it correctly decide whether to request a new copy of a page or use a
local copy.

The problem of Web page change estimation can be diversely approached. Let us focus on a
specific Web page. The question is: ‘How often does the Web page change and how can the
change be identified?’. This question can be answered differently, from the point of view of a
Web server, a Web crawler or a Web proxy. A Web server ‘knows’ when a Web page changes,
because the Web page is stored on its hard disk as a file whose updates can be easily monitored.
A Web proxy can identify a Web page change by comparing the page’s HTML to a previous
version, or just by requesting the if-modified-since HTTP header (when available). In terms of
change estimation it is difficult to be accurate from a Web proxy point of view since the only
changes that the proxy can be aware of are those that occur in versions of the page that are
available to it. Since in most cases a Web proxy follows a passive request approach (relying on
users’ requests) the versions of a Web page between consecutive requests are never visible to the
proxy, and that is why change estimation is a somewhat difficult task. The case of the Web
proxy covers that of a Web crawler in most points.

In this paper, we look at the Web page change estimation problem in relation to Web data
transfers. Let us assume that a Web client cache is able to accurately compute the change
frequency of a Web page. This means that the client cache knows when to actually request a
‘fresh’ copy of the page from a Web server and when to use a locally stored copy. We argue that
even in this case, the client causes the transfer of redundant (or unchanged) data over the Web.
This argument is based on the observation, that even when Web pages actually change, they do
not change completely. In fact, as we will show in our study, most of the data in a page do not
change, even when the page can be identified as ‘changed’. This has to do with the Web page
structure. The structure of a Web page changes very rarely as we will also show.

This work does not aim at introducing a new Web page change estimation methodology as in
Reference [4], for example. Our main concern is not how to estimate the change frequency of
pages. All of our observations, results and proposals aim at the reduction of transferred data
over the Web through a novel approach on how to evaluate identified changes in Web pages.
Some change estimation techniques may be more efficient than others in the context of our
methodology. Our proposal may utilise all of these techniques. In order to make things as clear
as possible in this paper, we use the simplest technique for change estimation. Changes are
predicted with the use of a statistical model, based on change probabilities that are in turn
derived from experimental observations.

A lot of work has been done in the fields of Web page change estimation and the reduction of
web data transfers. The issue of statistical change estimation has been a popular problem [5]. In
this paper we do not study the issue from a statistical point of view. We only use very simple
estimation theories as an aiding tool for our fragment approach. The fragment approach that we
present here is based on our previous work in Reference [6]. The rate and frequency of change of
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Web resources has also been a popular problem with many interesting and significant studies
such as [2–4, 7].

Some very important work on fragments and their significance to Web performance has been
presented in References [7, 8]. There are also some Web services available that follow a very
similar approach to ours [9].

The work in Reference [4] analyses the change frequency estimation problem very efficiently
and has been a very helpful basis for our approach. We must also refer to the view and dynamic
Web page materialization problem as a related field to our own [10–13], since our approach can
have applications to dynamic page materialization policies. We have actually referred to this
problem in the context of Web components (called fragment in this paper) in our previous work.

The work in Reference [14] refers to Web proxy cache replacement policies and is related to
our work since the experimental study in this paper is carried out under a client/proxy/Web
server scheme. Finally the work in References [15–17] analytically presents the Web latency
problem that we also attempt to efficiently address in this paper.

Our methodology in this work is quite straightforward. In Section 2 we provide an overview
of the Web page change estimation problem and describe how we relate it to the reduction of
Web data transfers. In Sections 3, 4 and 5 we analytically present our experimental and
computation methodology and approach, along with our initial results on redundant Web data
transfers. In Section 6 we present two techniques that would prevent redundant Web data
transfers. In Section 7 we present our future work and in Section 8 our conclusions.

2. THE WEB PAGE CHANGE ESTIMATION PROBLEM

Several studies have focused on the ‘frequency of change’ problem [1–4]. Most of these studies
have estimated the change frequency of selected Web pages, after repeatedly requesting them
over a period of time. There are two basic parameters (or sub-problems) involved in the process
of estimating Web page changes.

The first sub-problem is the definition of the source data. All the studies, until today, have
focused on web pages as HTML files (e.g. from the 5HTML4 tag to 5=HTML4 tag). The
studies follow the straightforward process of requesting specific Web pages and comparing the
resulting HTML. The result of the comparison is whether a Web page has changed or not
during the time elapsed from a previous request. This process, of comparing HTML files, can
lead to insufficient or inaccurate results. These results, in most cases, may be attributed to
factors such as adds, page counters, etc. In this paper we estimate Web page change
probabilities after an initial Web page manipulation procedure. This manipulation procedure is
able to isolate change-causing parameters, such as adds and page counters. We explain the
HTML manipulation algorithm that we used to achieve this in the following paragraphs.

The second sub-problem, related to Web page change estimation, is the methodology used to
estimate the actual occurrences of change in specific source data. In most cases Web page
changes are computed through change frequency estimation, by using the so-called ‘naive
estimator’. If N are the total number of changes observed during a request period equal to T, the
‘naive estimator’ computes the Web page change frequency as F ¼ N=T : Of course, there are
more efficient techniques to estimate the frequency of change in a Web page [4, 18].

The ultimate goal of this work is to improve the performance of Web servers, Web crawlers
and Web proxies by efficiently reducing redundant Web data transfers. Intuitively we expect
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that with the use of our methodology, Web servers will be able to improve their dynamic Web
page materialization policies and Web server caching algorithms [11, 12, 19]. We expect that
Web crawlers will be able to index ‘fresh’ copies of Web pages, thus improving their services and
performance. We also expect that Web proxies will be able to cache ‘fresh’ copies of Web
resources, and in this way speed up their users’ browsing. All the above can be considered as the
goals of our work.

The substantial contribution to previous work that we will make in this paper, is related to the
identification of the source data used to estimate Web page changes. In previous work the
source data used to estimate Web page change was the whole HTML code that was the result of
a request to a specific page. In this paper we will consider different source data. We describe our
methodology analytically in the following sections, but in short we use an HTML manipulation
algorithm before extracting results from a requested page. This algorithm receives the whole
HTML code of a Web page as an input, and produces fragments of the same Web page. The
fragments will help us determine if changes have actually occurred in a Web page and where
exactly they have occurred.

3. METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH

In this paper, we base our results on HTML files collected from popular Greek and
International Web sites. The sites that we selected were portals and news sites. The reason for
this selection was that we intended to monitor sites with frequent changes on their pages. Our
sample data, even though not very extensive, is very representative of our target group of sites.
We aim at reducing data transfers for sites that experience extensive requests that result in
extensive network traffic. These sites were selected for very specific reasons. They are very
professional and tidy in terms of HTML. They are very popular and their pages change
frequently. These are the Websites that need to be relieved of redundant data transfers.

After collecting HTML files, we measured several change parameters in order to define the
following:

* if a change had occurred in the Web page,
* where (topologically) the change occurred,
* how changes were related in a Web page.

The basic goal of research was to identify the pattern of change for every page. When one thinks
of the Web page change problem, the intuitive expectation is that not all Web pages change with
the same rate. A Web user can have an idea of the change rate of Web pages that he/she visits
frequently. Even so, a user rarely scans the whole Web page to identify a possible change. The
user in most cases is interested in a certain portion of the page and immediately looks for
changes there. A Web page may have changed and a user may not spot the change since it has
occurred in a portion of a page that does not interest him. Especially in the case of pages that
require a lot of scrolling to view, changes can easily escape the users’ eye. Our goal in this paper
is to analyse many occurrences of a Web page (after repeated requests) in order to define if,
when and where it has changed. We expect to identify the parts of the Web page that frequently
change and how changes on the same page are related to one another. This will help us ‘break-
down’ a Web page into what we call ‘change zones’ and create ‘change relations’. The basic idea
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was to be able to reduce the amount of data moved around on the WWW. Why should
unchanged data travel through the WWW, just because they are parts of changed Web pages?

In this paper we assume that the only material that we have at our disposal in order to identify
and ‘predict’ changes in a Web page is the HTML code of the whole page. Our methodology has
two steps:

* an experimental phase that is actually a content-gathering and manipulation step and
* a computation phase where content processing is carried out (Figure 1).

In the following sections we analytically explain these two phases of our methodology.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PHASE

During the first step of our study we collected data. Through a Java Web client that we
implemented, we issued repeated requests for the home pages of 10 popular portal and news
sites around the world. The experiment lasted for about 24 h: The requests to the home pages of
the sites were executed at a rate of 1 request per 3 min: At every request, our client requested the
home page of the site under review and saved the returned HTML to a text file. After collecting
all the HTML files we passed over to the second step of this phase. The second step included
HTML analysis and manipulation. The specific analysis that we performed relied on an HTML
fragmentation algorithm.

The fragmentation algorithm is the basis for all other experimental evaluation steps. This
algorithm was mainly based on our previous work [6, 13]. The basic goal was to fragmentize all
the Web pages that we had saved. The procedure of fragmenting Web pages, as presented in this
paper, is very simple and straightforward. Our goal is to use our technique for all pages in Web
sites and not only specific Web pages. This is very important since the same fragments of data
are included in multiple Web pages of a Web site. This accounts for Headers, Menus, footers,
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the methodology used.
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etc. These fragments are usually redundant since they seldom change. The process was
influenced by four basic parameters:

* Web service similar to the one found in Reference [9]. These services can fragmentize
different Web pages and then pull together different fragments into one browsable Web page.

* Our previous work on Web components. In Reference [6], we propose a conceptual
fragmentation technique that can help Web developers, analysts and users to improve Web
performance and personalization. We have observed that almost all Web pages are
constructed with the use of independent conceptual fragments. These fragments are usually
autonomous and can meaningfully stand alone.

* Previous work by other researchers and especially the ‘data bundling’ techniques described
in References [7, 8]. In this work the authors propose the bundling (or binding) of data that
changed in similar ways or showed similar characteristics. This technique can considerably
improve Web caching.

* The Web page development technique that uses Server Side Includes. This technique can
be very helpful to data intensive Web sites as described in References [11, 12, 19]. Every
Server Side Include changes independently. If a Web proxy or a Web client could have the
ability to treat Server Side Includes independently, Web page changes could be predicted in
a more accurate way.

The fragmentation algorithm can be viewed as an HTML filter. This filter, fragmented the Web
page based on the 5BODY4; 5=BODY4; 5IMG >; 5TABLE > and 5=TABLE4 tags.
The 5TABLE > and 5=TABLE4 tags were selected as fragment delimiters because they are
the most popular data structuring tags used in ‘contemporary’ HTML pages. The filter was able
to break-down the HTML of the page, initially into two parts:

* the HTML outside the 5BODY4 tag and
* the HTML inside the 5BODY4 and 5=BODY4 tags.

Then, the HTML inside the 5BODY4 and 5=BODY4 tags was broken down recursively
into all the tables that it was made up of. The HTML inside the 5BODY4 and 5=BODY4
tags was also stripped of all the 5IMG4 tags and their contents. The results of this
manipulation technique were:

* the whole HTML file,
* the contents of the 5BODY4 and 5=BODY4 tags,
* the contents of the 5BODY4 and 5=BODY4 tags, stripped of all 5IMG > tags and

their contents,
* all the individual tables contained in the 5BODY4 and 5=BODY4 tags. These tables

were called fragments.

All nested tables were treated according to the following example:

Example 1
Let us assume that we have the following portion of an HTML page: The nested table was
treated as an independent fragment and the parent table (the whole code) together with the
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nested table was considered as another independent fragment. The nested table data structure is
very accurate and representative of the information contained in a Web page since all fragments
make up the whole Web page when connected according to the fragment tree structure.
However complex this tree may be (in cases of large Web sites) it will not become a resource or
programming issue since there are many programming language data structures that can be used
to accommodate such a service (Figure 2).

After the fragmentation of the HTML, an ascii conversion process was carried out for every
fragment of every page. The ascii equivalents of every character in a fragment were added and
stored in a new text file (one for every site). At the end of the experimentation phase we ended
up with a delimited text file that contained the ascii equivalents of all fragments and other
HTML components (e.g. the whole HTML file, the contents of the5BODY > and5=BODY >
tags and the content of the 5BODY > and 5=BODY > tags stripped of the 5IMG > tags and
content) for every page request.

5. COMPUTATION PHASE

In this paragraph we present the computation phase of our methodology. The input of this
phase is the delimited text files that were the output of the previous phase. The text files will be
used to extract results, related to the change probability and change pattern of every page. At
this point, we must point out that all our findings on fragments are directly related to the
HTML elements that are connected to them. For instance if a fragment has not changed, the
HTML elements (images, flash animations etc.) that are connected to it, have also not changed.
This means that they do not have to be requested by a client, as shown later. For space saving
reasons we will use a specific Web site home page from now on in this paper. The selected home
page was that found at europe.cnn.com. This table was selected because the results (Table I) that
we will extract from it are representative of all other Web site home pages that we worked on.

<TABLE>

</TABLE>

.......................

<TABLE>

</TABLE>

.......................

.......................
Fragment 1Fragment 2

Parent fragment
Nested (child) fragment

Figure 2. Example of fragment nesting identification.
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5.1. The fragment change probability and relative change probability matrixes

The fragment change probability matrix contains the change probabilities for all the identified
fragments of the Web page. It also contains the relative change probabilities for all the
fragments. The change probability identifies the probability with which a fragment changes
according to our experimental results. The notation F1;F2; . . . ;Fn is used to identify the
fragments in the matrix.

The change probabilities were derived with the use of the following simple probability
definition: this probability of change for a fragment observed NFn

times, during which KFn

changes were observed is equal to (Table II).

PðFnÞ ¼
KFn

NFn

ð1Þ

The relative change probability of the fragments was computed with the use of formula 2 that
provides the relative change probability of fragment FB when fragment FA changes

PðFB=FAÞ ¼
PðFAFBÞ
PðFAÞ

ð2Þ

With the use of Formulae 1 and 2, we constructed the change probability and the relative change
probability matrixes shown in Tables III and IV, respectively, for the home page of
europe.cnn.com.

5.2. Page anatomy identification

The goal of this step was to identify the ‘anatomy’ of a Web page. This step intended to analyse
the Web pages in order to give us an idea of the fragments and their placement inside the pages.
In this paragraph we, once more, use the home page of europe.cnn.com as an example. During
this step we measured the following values:

* number of fragments identified in the Web page,

Table I. The page anatomy parameters for the home page of europe.cnn.com.

Number of
fragments

Number of
images

Number of total
fragments changing

Percent of data
not in body tags

europe.cnn.com 29 82–85 17 �3

Table II. Fragments that changed in every change occurrence in the page.

Change occurrence Fragments changing

1 F3, F9, F20, F21, F26
2 F3, F9, F17, F20, F21, F22, F25
3 F3, F9, F12, F17, F20, F21, F22
4 F3, F9, F12, F17, F20, F21
5 F3, F9, F17
6 F3, F9, F12, F20, F21
7 F3, F9, F12, F17, F20, F21
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* number of images,
* number of total fragments changing,
* percent of data outside the 5BODY4 and 5=BODY4 tags.

The number of fragments remained the same during the whole experiment for europe.cnn.com.
This is a clear indication of Web page structure stability. The same indication comes from the
number of images that only vary from 82 to 85 during a whole day. During the whole
experiment the structure of the home page of europe.cnn.com remained the same as the one
shown in Figure 3.

Out of 29 total fragments, changes were observed in 17 of them. This number included
fragment nestings. This means that a change to a nested fragment was also recorded as a change
to the parent fragment. By taking a closer look at the structure of Figure 3 we intuitively expect
that the fragments that actually change will be less than 17. We will prove this in the following
paragraphs. Finally, only 3% of the total data of the page was data that could be found outside
the 5BODY4 and 5=BODY4 tags. This indicates that the page is data rich and that data
outside the body tags cannot cause significant redundant transfers even if it changes frequently
(it was actually never observed to change).

5.3. The ‘reason of change’ identification

This step aimed at identifying the ‘reason of change’ of a Web page. We look at every
request that was identified as ‘changed’ from the previous request. The goal was to identify why
the page was identified as ‘changed’ (meaning what actually changed in the page). The delimited
file that holds the results of the experimental phase also holds the fragment dependencies.

Table III. The fragment probability matrix for the home page of europe.cnn.com.

F3 F9 F12 F17 F20 F21 F22 F25 F26

Change Probability}PFn
0.033 0.033 0.019 0.024 0.029 0.019 0.014 0.005 0.005

Standard deviation}sPFn
0.013 0.013 0.085 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.090 0.006 0.009

PFþ
n
sPFn

0.046 0.046 0.104 0.036 0.041 0.031 0.104 0.011 0.014

Table IV. The fragment relative change matrix for the home page of europe.cnn.com.

Europe.cnn.com F3 F9 F12 F17 F20 F21 F22 F25 F26

Whole page 1 1 0.57 0.71 0.86 0.86 0.43 0.14 0.14
When F3 changes 1 1 0.57 0.71 0.86 0.86 0.43 0.14 0.14
When F9 changes 1 1 0.57 0.71 0.86 0.86 0.43 0.14 0.14
When F12 changes 1 1 1 0.75 1 1 0.50 0 0
When F17 changes 1 1 0.60 1 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.20 0
When F20 changes 1 1 0.67 0.67 1 1 0.50 0.16 0.16
When F21 changes 1 1 0.67 0.67 1 1 0.50 0.16 0.16
When F22 changes 1 1 0.67 1 1 1 1 0.33 0
When F25 changes 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
When F26 changes 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
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The fragment dependencies represent table nestings and help us construct the fragment tree
for the Web page under consideration. The fragment tree for the europe.cnn.com site is shown
in Figure 3.

F3

F1 F2

F13

F12

F10 F11

F6

F5

F4

F7 F9

F8

F27

F21 F17 F13 F20 F22 F25 F26

F24F15 F16 F23F19

F18

F29

F28

Figure 3. The fragment tree of the home page of europe.cnn.com and the corresponding visual repre-
sentations. It is clear that the page is constructed with the header, main body, footer approach.
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After creating the fragment tree we first eliminate all fragments that have not changed at all
during our experimental phase. These are: F1, F2, F10, F6, F7, F14, F16, F24, F29. All
fragments nested in fragments that never change (e.g. F28 in F29) are also eliminated. We then
follow a ‘conservative’ approach in the detection of totally dependent fragments. A totally
dependent fragment is one whose changes can be safely attributed to a fragment nested in a
lower level in the fragment tree. It is not easy to eliminate fragments in this way. Our
conservative approach states that a parent fragment can be eliminated as totally dependent on a
nested fragment(s), only when, after removing the nested fragment(s), no HTML remains inside
the parent fragment. In any other case we eliminate the nested fragment and keep the parent
fragment, that is a data super-set in every case. For example in our study F20, F19 and F18
have shown six changes, in total, each. After a closer examination we found that after removing
F18 and F19 HTML actually remained in F20. This means that a change in F20 could be
attributed to:

* a change inside F18 or F19,
* a change in the HTML outside F18 and F19 but inside F20.

Thus changes to F20 could not be explicitly attributed to either F19 or F18. In this case we
eliminated F18 and F19 and kept F20 as their ‘representative’ fragment. After this second step,
we ended up with the smallest possible sub-set of fragments that could change when a change
was observed in the Web page. These fragments are: F3, F12, F9, F26, F25, F22, F21, F20 and
F17.

It is interesting to show which tables these fragments actually represent in the page of
europe.cnn.com. The fragments’ as seen by the users are shown in Figure 4. The europe.cnn.com
home page is clearly cut down to change zones representing fragments. The Web page is initially
cut down to four zones representing four main tables. It is clear that the developers have
followed a header, main body and footer approach. It is likely that the page is constructed with
the use of four Server Side Includes that change independently.

Our experimental results show that a change in the europe.cnn.com home page can safely be
attributed to one of the fragments shown in red circles in Figure 4. But not all fragments
changed every time a change was observed in the Web page. Table II shows the fragments
changing, every time a change was observed in the page.

Our goal here is to identify the redundant data transferred, as part of the unchanged
fragments and the static HTML parts, inside the Web page, every time a change was observed.
The following formula provides this percentage:

Datared ¼ Dataall � ðDatafnc þDatafccÞ ð3Þ

In formula 3, Datared is the percent of the redundant data transferred, Dataall is all the data in
the page (100%), Datafnc is the data contained in data fragments that never change and Datafcc
is the data in fragments that have been observed to change but have not changed in the current
change.

Formula 3 was used for every occurrence of a change in the page and the results are shown in
Figure 5.

It is clear from Figure 5 that the data transferred inside a Web page of europe.cnn.com when
the page actually changes, has not changed on average by more than 43%. This means that the
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amount of redundant (or useless, or unchanged) data transferred together with the changed data
inside a changed page amounts to 57% of the total data on the page. This fact confirms our
intuitive approach and provided us with enough motivation to find a solution that could prevent
this phenomenon.

Figure 4. The visual representations of all independent fragments in the europe.cnn.com home page.
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6. PROPOSED SOLUTION BASED ON CLIENT SIDE INCLUDES

In this section, we propose techniques that could help solve the problem of redundant data
transfers over the Web. The basic cause of redundant transfers is the absolute binding of
redundant data to useful (changed) data, in the context of Web pages. The problem can be
solved if all portions of data (fragments) could, in some way, be treated (and requested)
independently, and not under a unified page request scheme. The proposed solution is a
straightforward one, and can be immediately put to work, since it utilizes current Web
techniques and practices. Our solution consists of two techniques and is based on the concept of
Client Side Includes. The basic idea is that a client requests a page that is actually a page
template. This template consists of many Client Side Includes that represent fragments. Each
time the client requests the page an algorithm is executed. With the use of this technique, after a
‘slow-start’ period, possibly caused by insufficient initialization data, the client will be able to
accurately identify the Client Side Includes that should be requested. The rest will be requested
by local cache since they will not have changed. The basic problem of this approach is that all
pages must be coded with the Client Side Includes approach. This would require major changes
to current Web page design techniques and is totally unacceptable. But this is true only for pages
on Web servers. Let us consider the case of an intermediate server (e.g. a proxy server) that is
able to fragment and re-build Web pages originating from different Web servers. The general
model of this approach is shown in Figure 6.

The clients request pages from different Web servers through a proxy server. The proxy server
has the ability to fragmentize each page (in the way that we have described in this paper). The
fragmented page is then re-constructed with the use of Client Side Includes at the proxy server
and sent to the requesting clients together with the change probability or the relative change
probability matrixes. The whole procedure is transparent to the client.

The techniques that we will describe in the following paragraphs can be implemented at the
clients or at the proxy server. Both techniques are based on a matrix (change probability matrix
or relative change probability matrix). These matrixes are initially constructed at the proxy
server. If the techniques are implemented at the clients, the appropriate matrix must be
transferred to the client before execution. Both techniques presented in this paper are
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Figure 5. Redundant data transferred in Web pages that have changed.
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implemented at the clients after the transfer of the matrixes from the proxy servers. This
approach does not exploit the maximum potential of the Client Side Includes technique, since
the proxy server itself must request the whole page from the originating server when needed with
the use of the if-modified-since header. The actual gain is in the transfers between the proxy
server and the clients. In the following sections we will thoroughly explain and quantify the
procedure.

In order to show the efficiency of our approach we will work on a real example. The site that
we will use in the example will be europe.cnn.com. We will be using the home page of the site as
sample data. The first problem that we will work on is the transformation of the home page
HTML to an equivalent that uses Client Side Includes. In order to achieve this we recursively
replace every table in the HTML with a Client Side Include. The procedure is clearly shown in
Figure 7.

It is clear that the nested table structure will be replaced by a Client Side Include structure,
but the content will remain unchanged. Having the new page structure in mind, we present two
techniques that can significantly improve data transfer over the Web.

6.1. Technique 1: dependent on the change probability matrix

This first technique depends on the fragment change probability matrix. This matrix holds the
change probabilities of every fragment and the standard deviation of every fragment change
probability. The standard deviation is computed with the use of formula 4.

s ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var½ðPðFnÞ�

p
ð4Þ

Formula 4 computes the standard deviation of the change probability of fragment Fn as the
square root of the variance of the change probability.

Internet

Client

Client

Client

Client

Web server

Web server

Web server

Web server

Fragmentize

Rebuild page as
template

Response handler

Request handler

Cache fragments

Fragment validity
determination

algorithm

Proxy Server

INTERNET

= Request

= Response

Figure 6. The client/proxy/Web server architecture that can support the Client Side Includes approach.
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As shown in previous paragraphs, after the fragment elimination phase we have come up with
nine fragments that are responsible for all changes observed at the europe.cnn.com site home
page and can be considered independent. These are the fragments that we will use in the change
probability matrix.

This technique uses the change probability matrix to ‘discover’ if a fragment has changed
or not, at every client request. The technique is described by the following algorithm (in
pseudocode):

1 if page Pi has been requested
2 If Current Time5Time Threshold then
3 Construct fragment documentation matrix
4 Define fragment structure and dependencies
5 Eliminate non-changing and dependent fragments
6 Construct fragment change probability matrix
7 End if
8 If Current Time>Time Threshold then
9 For all independent Fragments

10 If Fragment change probability > PThreshh then
11 Request fragment
12 End if
13 Next
14 Update fragment change probability matrix
15 End if
16 End if

<HTML>

<BODY>

</BODY>

</HTML>

<TABLE>

<TR>

<TD>

</TR>

</TD>

.............  html code  ..........

This is a parent table

<TR>

<TD>

<TABLE>

<TR>

<TD>

This is a nested table

</TD>

</TR>
</TABLE>

</TD>

</TR>

</TABLE>

.............  html code  ..........

<HTML>

<BODY>

</BODY>

</HTML>

<TABLE>

<TR>

<TD>

</TR>

</TD>

.............  html code  ..........

This is a parent table

<TR>

<TD>

</TD>

</TR>

</TABLE>

.............  html code  ..........

<include file nested_table.inc>

<HTML>

<BODY>

</BODY>

</HTML>

.............  html code  ..........

.............  html code  ..........

<include file parent_table.inc>

Figure 7. The recursive table replacement process.
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The algorithm that we have presented above has a unique characteristic. It can be executed with
very similar results on Web servers, Web proxies and Web crawlers. Here, we look at a Web
proxy. The basic goal of the algorithm is to minimise the amount of redundant data that a Web
proxy queries, caches and transfers to clients.

In order to efficiently explain the algorithm proposed we will present a step-by-step
explanation.

The first step is the data collection phase (lines 2–7). During this phase, the algorithm
only collects data. If we see it from the perspective of a Web proxy, for a specific time
window, the proxy requests the europe.cnn.com home page every time one of its clients
requests it. It is clear that during this period of time, the users are viewing fresh data at every
request. At the same time the proxy is executing certain set-up phases of the algorithm. These
phases are:

* The fragment identification and documentation phase (line 3)
* Every time the proxy receives a request for the europe.cnn.com page, it requests a fresh

copy of the page from the Web server. The HTML of the page is analysed and cut down
into fragments. Every fragment corresponds to a Client Side Include as mentioned in
previous paragraphs, and in turn every Client Side Include corresponds to a table in the
HTML of the page. During this phase of the data collection process, the HTML of every
fragment identified, is put through an ascii conversion filter. The filter returns an ascii
equivalent (the sum of the ascii equivalents of all the characters contained in the fragment)
of every fragment. All ascii equivalents are saved in a matrix (fragment documentation
matrix) on the proxy server. The fragment documentation matrix also contains the
identified connections (nestings) of the fragments.

* The fragment structure and dependency documentation phase (line 4)
* After documenting all fragments and their ascii equivalents, the proxy server goes on to the

fragment structure and dependency documentation phase. During this phase the Proxy
server determines the structure of the html page by recording the structure of the
fragments. This phase relies on the nesting of every fragment.

* The fragment (node) elimination phase (line 5)
* This module is executed immediately after the termination of the data collection phase and

just before the normal execution phase begins. During this phase the proxy server initially
uses the fragment documentation matrix to compute the changes in every identified
fragment during the data collection period. The computation relies on the comparison of
consecutive values of documented fragment ascii equivalents. Different values indicate
the occurrence of a change. Of course a mistake may occur if the ascii values (meaning
the corresponding characters in the html) have changed in a way that their sum remains the
same. This is possible but by an empirical investigation we determined that this may
happen in very rare cases. In any case the occurrence of such an event never occurred
during the investigation of the europe.cnn.com site and in any case can be attributed to a
statistical (and minor) error.

* After determining the changes in every fragment, during the data collection phase, the
nodes that correspond to fragments that showed absolutely no change (number of changes/
total requests ¼ 0) were removed from the fragment structure matrix and the fragment
structure graph.

* The final pre-execution phase (line 6)
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* During this final phase the algorithm produces the fragment change probability matrix
from data in the fragment documentation matrix. This matrix holds the probability of
change for all independent fragments, that change at least once during the data collection
phase.

The fragment probability matrix for europe.cnn.com is shown in Table III.

The second phase of the algorithm is the standard execution phase (lines 8–15). The input of the
standard execution phase is the fragment probability matrix. This phase is executed on a ‘per
request’ and a ‘per fragment’ basis. This means that the algorithm functions in a ‘passive’ mode,
based on user request and is executed for every fragment in a page. The decision that must be
made at the client is whether to request a fragment or not from the proxy server. This decision is
made for all fragments contained in the page. During the standard execution phase the
algorithm also considers a variable called the request threshold probability. This variable is
initially set by the administrator (usually set to 1) but is updated at run-time. The request
threshold probability indicates the probability value in the temporary probability matrix that a
fragment must be equal to, in order to be requested.

In this paper we will set the request threshold probability to 1. Intuitively, the request
threshold probability is the flag that initiates a fresh fragment request. What we are actually
stating when setting it to 1 is that a fragment must be requested when its change probability is at
least equal to the request threshold probability. Thus

PðFnÞ5PThresh in order for PðFnÞ to be requested ð5Þ

The temporary probability matrix holds the current values of the fragment change probabilities.
Each time the page is requested, the temporary probability matrix is updated with a new value
for all the fragments in the page. The update of the temporary probability matrix is executed
according to the following formula:

PðFnÞnew ¼ ðPðFnÞoldþ PðFnÞcurrentþ Var½PðFnÞ�Þ=2 ð6Þ

Formula 6 represents a totally conservative approach. The approach is conservative because
fragment ‘freshness’ has been valued higher than redundant data transfer reduction. What is
the meaning of reducing redundant data transfers over the Web if clients keep getting stale
data. Formula 6 initially adds the probability variance to the value of the fragment change
probability. By doing this, we maximize the fragment change probability. This intuitively
maximizes the times that a fragment will be computed as ‘changed’ and thus, maximizes the
times that it is requested. The current value of the fragment probability is added in order to
capture the current ‘trend’ of change for the fragment. It is obvious that according to the
time of day, fragments change in different intervals. For example, a stock quote changes
frequently when the stock market is open but stops changing when it closes. Our technique
adopts an initialization phase that computes fragment change probabilities over a long period of
time. It is clear that the overall change probability of the stock quote would not provide
accurate results for all times of the day. In order to avoid this as much as possible we averaged
the value of the fragment change probability with the current change probability in order to be
consistent.

The basic idea of this technique is to use the fragment change probability matrix to determine
if a fragment has changed or not. Let us assume that clients are connected to a proxy server as in
Figure 6. The proxy server has passed the initialization phase and has already constructed a
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fragment change probability matrix for the europe.cnn.com home page. The clients start
requesting the page. As a response, the clients receive a templated page consisting of Client
Sided Includes and the change probability matrix of the requested page. At the first request, the
clients do not have the includes in their cache and must request them. After the first request, the
clients receive the same templated Web page. Only this time, the clients use the change
probability matrix to determine whether to request a fragment from the proxy or use the locally
cached copies. This technique requires a substantial period of time in the initialization phase in
order to provide consistent results. In our experiments, we have used only 20 hours as the
initialization phase. The redundancy and staleness graphs are shown in Figures 8 and 9,
respectively.

This technique attempts to statistically map the results of the initialization phase to current
requests. The initialization phase is used as the ‘history of change’ and is constantly updated by
current findings. In our experiments we used an initialization phase of 20 hours and tested it
with 210 requests. The results showed that redundant data were still transferred to the clients.
On the other hand the technique is much better than the transfer of a new copy of a Web page
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every time it is requested, which would cause the total (100%) page data transfer. We expect
that this technique will show much better results under real conditions with an initialization
period of more than a week, since the fragment change probabilities will be much closer to their
true values.

As shown in Figure 9 certain requests initiate the transfer of stale data. The amount of stale
data is small and confined to specific requests. We also expect the amount of stale data to drop
for larger initialization phases.

6.2. Technique 2: dependent on the fragment relative change matrix

This technique is similar to the previous technique but does not consider the fragment change
probability matrix but the fragment relative change matrix in the execution phase. The
algorithm executed in this technique is the following:

1 if page Pi has been requested
2 If Current Time5Time Threshold then
3 Construct fragment documentation matrix
4 Define fragment structure and dependencies
5 Eliminate non-changing and dependent fragments
6 Construct fragment relative change probability matrix
7 End if
8 If Current Time>Time Threshold then

Rank fragments
9 For all ranked fragments

If fragment not already requested and not marked NOT CHANGED
10 Request fragment
11 If fragment has changed then
12 Request all fragments with a relative change frequency equal to 1
13 Mark NOT CHANGED all fragments with a relative change

frequency equal to 0
14 End if
15 End if
16 Update fragment relative change probability matrix
17 Next
18 End if

During the initialization phase the fragment relative change probability matrix is constructed
with the use of formula 2. This matrix provides the relative change probabilities of all fragments
to all fragments. It also provides the relative change probability of all fragments to the Web
page. The first data line of the matrix provides the relative change probability of all the page’s
fragments when the whole page changes. For example Fragment 17 (F17) has a change
probability of 0.71 when the whole page changes and Fragment 9 (F9) always changes when the
whole page changes. The fragment relative change probability matrix for the home page of
europe.cnn.com is shown in Table IV.

After constructing the fragment relative change probability matrix, the algorithm passes over
to the execution phase. The client uses the matrix to decide whether to request a fragment from
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the proxy server or use the one in local cache. We assume that the if-modified-since header is
available for the page. After requesting the header the client knows whether the whole page has
changed or not. If it has not changed it uses the local copy. If the page has changed, the
client uses the fragment relative change probability matrix to determine the fragments that
have changed. The fragments whose relative change probabilities are equal to 1, when the
whole page changes, are immediately requested. These are always F3 and F9. After
these requests the client must decide which fragment to request next, since all other fragments
may or may not have changed since their relative probabilities are smaller than one. Obviously
the client must rank the rest of the fragments in a ‘smart’ way. The ranking must be made in
such a way that the best ranked fragments can give a lot of information about the rest of the
fragments. The ranking can be done in various ways. In this paper we examine two fragment
rankings:

The fragment probability and information based ranking. This ranking uses the fragment
probability matrix described in technique 1 to rank the fragments and then, re-ranks the
fragments according to the information that can be extracted by their relative change
probabilities. The fragment with the greater probability value is ranked first and so on.
Intuitively this can be justified by the fact that we want the next fragment that we request to
have a large change probability in order for it to be useful. If the fragment has not changed we
cannot use its information from the fragment relative change probability matrix, and we must
go on to the next ranked fragment. This ranking provides the following order for the rest of the
fragments: F20, F17, F21, F12, F22, F25, F26. If we look closer at the fragment relative change
probability matrix we will find that F20 and F21 do not provide any information for any other
fragment except themselves. Thus, we eliminate them. Also, F17 provides information for only
one fragment. We also eliminate it. Our final fragment ranking is F12, F22, F25, F26, F17, F20,
F21.

The information based ranking. This ranking only considers the possible information given by
a fragment change for other fragments through the relative change probability matrix. In other
words in ranks the fragments according to the ones (they are valued higher) and zeros (0) they
contain in their row in the fragment relative change probability matrix. According to this
ranking the fragments are ranked as follows: F25, F22, F26, F12.

After ranking the fragments (other rankings may be applied), the client requests the fragment
ranked first. After receiving it, it checks if it has actually changed. If it has, then its
corresponding line in the fragment relative change probability matrix is used to extract
information about other fragments. When this is over and a decision has not been reached
on how to treat all fragments, the client requests the next ranked fragment. This goes on
until a decision has been reached for all fragments in the fragment relative change probability
matrix.

It is obvious that this technique also values ‘freshness’ more than the reduction of redundant
data transfers. This technique actually guarantees 100% fresh data and at the same time
reduces Web data transfers. Since the if-modified-since header is provided, no data transfers are
initiated when the page has not changed. The only interesting requests to look at are those that
lead to a new version of the page. In Figure 10, we show the percent of redundant data transfers,
in cases when the page has changed. The reduction in redundant transfers is clear compared to
the classic if-modified-since proxy server approach. It is also clear that information based
ranking gives better results than the combined approach of probability and information based
ranking.
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7. FUTURE WORK

Future work can be carried out in all aspects of the problem that we have presented in this
paper. The HTTP protocol inherently treats Web pages as entities. We are already working on a
scheme that proposes minor changes to HTML and HTTP in order to be able to apply our
fragment framework directly to the client/server model with or without the intervention of a
properly tuned proxy server.

What we are actually looking for is a way that a client would be able to request only portions
of an HTML page that would be identified as changed, directly from a Web server. Our future
approach consists of three additions to HTML and HTTP. These are:

* The addition of an HTML tag that would be used as a separator of fragment. This tag
would be set by the page administrator.

* An HTTP request method that would cause the transfer of a certain portion of the page.
The server would be able to do this with the use of the HTML tag proposed in the first
proposed addition. This can be combined with the range requests that have already been
proposed.

* An if-modified-since header field for portions of a Web page and not the whole page. This
way a client would know whether to request or not a certain portion of a page.

Of course there are other approaches that can satisfy our main goal, which is to be able to
request only portions of a Web page. We have shown that this can provide a substantial
decrease in redundant data transfers over the Web.

In order to demonstrate the fragment approach, we used the 5TABLE4 and 5=TABLE4
tags to break down pages. This is an efficient approach, but can surely be enhanced. We intend
to use approaches from the semantic Web, RDF and XML in order to be as efficient as possible
in page fragmenting. The contemporary HTML approach was used in this work because the
vast majority of Web sites have not migrated to current standards such as XML. It would be a
lot easier to fragment an XML compliant Web page. We believe that this paper has also shown
the need for migration to XML as an inherent characteristic of HTML. Web page developers
need standardized technologies to structure and inter-relate their Web data. The efficient and
repeated use of the 5TABLE > tag in Web pages is a reality that proves this.
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In this work we have used very simple statistical definitions of fragment change probability
and fragment relative change probability. We believe that the use of ideas and results based on
related work, such as [4], will considerably improve our results and especially the first technique
proposed in our solutions. It has been proved that Web page changes follow a Poisson model.
We intend to study this result in the context of fragments and find if this assumption stands.

In our future work we also aim at studying our solutions in relevance with the required client
requests. The Client Side Includes solution that we have proposed causes the additional requests
for these includes. If the network is congested, problems may occur. Even so we must also
consider the requests caused by images and other included components. A study on the effect of
the Client Side Includes to network traffic will surely be part of our future work.

In this work we have used only the element of table nesting to extract fragment relations.
Semantic and content based relations must also be investigated. It is clear, if one considers the
change patterns of a page that fragments are related not only by their place on the page but also
by the meaning of their content. This is an area where the semantic Web concept can be very
useful.

Finally, we aim at measuring the efficiency of our proposed solutions under real Web traffic
conditions. We aim at using proxy server log files to replay Web request patterns with the use of
our proxy algorithms. This way we will be able to extract more concrete results on our
algorithms’ efficiency.

We also aim at using different ranking algorithms to enhance the second technique proposed
in this paper.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proved that redundant data transfers are carried out on the Web, together
with required data transfers, in the context of Web pages. Our research was mainly triggered by
the observation that only some portions of Web pages change every time we request them. We
have quantified the amount of redundant data transferred, through a specific example, and have
showed that it is substantial. The solutions that we have proposed have shown that proxy
servers, Web servers and Web crawlers can benefit from treating pages through a fragment
approach. The techniques proposed in this paper show that by applying a purely statistical
approach under a fragment scheme, a proxy server can efficiently deal with Web page changes
and at the same time substantially reduce the amount of redundant data transferred over the
Web.

Another basic conclusion of this paper is that the migration to XML can substantially reduce
the amount of stale data that are moved over the Web. XML inherently provides data
structuring and relation mechanisms that can easily be manipulated to provide information on
specific data changes.

In this work we have concluded that there are two basic reasons causing redundant data
transfers on the Web. The first reason is the inefficient estimation of Web page change
frequencies. If the change frequencies could be estimated accurately, the problem of redundant
data transfers would be constrained to redundant data transferred together with useful or ‘fresh’
data in Web pages. This brings us to the second cause of redundant data transfers, which is the
nature of the HTTP protocol. The HTTP protocol deals with Web pages as entities. As shown,
this causes redundant data transfers.
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The techniques that we propose in this paper aim at recognizing the redundant transfers in
a Web page in order to prevent the redundant portions of data from being transferred over
the Web. The procedure of decomposing Web pages into fragments and the recognition
of the redundant fragments require certain processing resources. In this paper we propose
the methodology that can be followed in order to stop redundant data transfers. The
whole procedure of fragmentation, redundant fragment recognition and decision making can
be serviced on a Web server, on a Proxy or even on the client machine. The actual trade-off
here has to do with server resources versus network utilization. The proposed technique does
not add to response time (on average) since (as shown in Section 6 of the paper) the techniques
that we propose rely on historical data. As time goes by the algorithms that we propose are more
accurate. The only computation procedure that needs to be executed is actually very simple for
Web servers. The performance of Web servers in our days can easily cope with a service such as
the one we propose. We must not forget that the gain in response time by the proposed system is
much more important than any loss in response time due to computation. Of course, server
performance is always an issue and can be monitored in order to quantify possible problems.
This will be part of future work. In this paper we only aim at making the problem of redundant
data transfers clear and introducing possible solutions. These solutions may have side effects but
since computational resource costs (memory, CPU, etc.) are declining, it is clear that with a
specific server configuration our service may significantly improve response times.

It is certain that the problem discussed in this paper must be treated from all aspects of the
client/server architecture. We have proposed a solution that can be integrated, with minor
changes, into all Web servers, proxies but also Web crawlers. Our solution can surely be further
enhanced and adjusted to current Web trends and techniques.
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